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Abstract: Li-ion batteries are promoting the development of more and more performing electric vehicles
(EVs) and hybrid EVs (HEVs). Thanks to their high energy density and increased current capabilities which permit to use a relative light and space saving battery pack- these batteries are replacing almost all
older battery chemistries in vehicle applications. Despite the advantages these cells provide, before use
them in a new design, several drawbacks about safety aspects have to be considered. In fact, Li-ion battery
packs require, more than other chemistry base packs, special control systems to maintain the operative
conditions in a safe area and to guarantee the best performances in terms of efficiency and pack life time.
One of the most challenging problems that have to be tackled by the mentioned control system is the
voltage unbalance. This problem arises when more cells are connected in series with the purpose to
increase the battery pack voltage. In this paper a new cell balancing architecture based on cell redundancy
is proposed. This solution is especially suited to be implemented in vehicle battery management system
(BMS) where cost and space reduction are the main requirements.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The priority of electric vehicles as a primary factor of
sustainable mobility is widely recognized worldwide also in
the low-power two-wheels segment, i.e. scooters and bikes.
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries, thanks to their high energy
density, are commonly used for portable utilities and industry
applications. Since voltage of a single cell is generally too
low, for many high power applications such as electric
vehicles (EVs), hybrid EVs (HEVs) plug-in HEVs (PHEVs),
electric scooters, bikes, wheelchairs, and so on, string cells are
often used. In this configuration, since the voltage of each cell
can slight vary with respect to the others, the problem of cell
imbalance can arise. In fact, during the charge phase, due to
different internal resistance, chemical variations and
temperature gradient along the pack, can happen that some
cells reach the full charge condition before others, and, most
important, before the entire pack charge is completed. This
situation, if unmanaged, could determine overcharge of some
cells and undercharge of some others. In the same way, during
the discharge phase, some cells can experience over-discharge
whereas others could still store available energy.
Moreover, the repetition of charge/discharge cycles
increases the voltage imbalance, which is particularly
detrimental in EV applications because of charge/discharge
dynamics. In fact, unlike standard applications where almost
complete charge/discharge phases follow one another, in EV
use (except for PEHV) charge/discharge phases are partial and
interleaved. This is due to the fact that discharge occurs
during acceleration and drive whereas charge during
regenerative braking (A. Emadi 2008). This voltage
imbalance, although can be detrimental regardless the battery
chemistry, is particularly harmful for Li-ion battery. In fact, it
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is well known that Li-ion batteries, like other chemistries,
have both maximum and minimum voltage limit, which
depend on specific cell. In this case however, exceeding these
limits could entail severe safety problems since these batteries
have no natural gassing mechanism to release an excess of
energy with consequent explosion risk (H.V. Venkatasetty
2002). For this reason, a charge/discharge equalization
procedure able to considerably improve the maintenance in
time of cells efficiency is fundamental in case of vehicle Liion battery packs.
Many architectures have been proposed in order to prevent
cell imbalance during charge/discharge of series-connected
battery packs (Affanni October, 2005), (N. H. Kutkut 1999),
(Ferdowsi 2005), (C. S.Moo 2003) and (J. Chatzakis 2003).
Each of these solutions aims to a specific goal such as cost
reduction, space saving (P. Casasso 2003), robustness, and so
on. We present a new balancing approach that is suited for
battery packs made up of a maximum 10 Li-ion cells for lowmedium power applications (in the range from 100W to
500W). This solution can be oriented to light electric vehicles
(i.e. electric bicycles), which usually need low-medium
voltage (24V-36V) and current (10A) associated to a simple,
inexpensive and space-saving layout. In agreement with
classification proposed in (Hong-Sun Park 2009), we focused
on non-dissipative bidirectional equalizers. First of all, this
means that the proposed solution doesn’t use extra-power to
prevent imbalance, thereby increasing the overall efficiency.
In addition, it continues to work during both charge and
discharge
operation
phases,
improving
balancing
effectiveness. The proposed strategy is based on the
availability of an additional cell that can be continuously
disconnected from the load. In this way, the bypassed cell is
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isollated and can bbe optimally balanced
b
whille the remaindder of
the pack continuues to provide energy to thee load. It has to be
notiice that while pack works -charge or disccharge- at leasst one
celll is always dissconnected froom the string.
There
T
are threee main featurres of the prop
posed architeccture.
Firsst, balancing iis active bothh in charge and discharge pphase.
Seccond, the systeem layout is coonsiderably sp
pace saving, w
which
is a primary tassk for two-whheel vehicle applications often
subjjected to hardd space constrraints. Third, the solution ooffers
an intrinsic
i
hardiiness to a cell fault. In fact, if the pack shhould
con
ntain a cell w
with a severee fault, the co
ontrol system
m can
iden
ntify and bypaass it permaneently.





Since switchees are connectted in series on
o the load currrent
path, their ressistance directtly impacts on
n performancees (in
terms of efficiency) of the ssystem.
Switches have to be able too interrupt cu
urrent flow in both
directions. In fact, the system mu
ust perform cell
balancing botth in charge pphase, i.e. currrent flowing from
f
external term
minal to cells,, and in disccharge phase,, i.e.
current flowin
ng from cells tto external loaad.

2. ARCH
HITECTURE
The
T balancingg system has been
b
designed
d bearing in m
mind a
gen
neral-purpose application, both
b
in termss of cell typee and
opeerating conditiions. So, stanndard Lithium-Ion cells witth the
following featurees have used as
a reference:
 4.2 V off full charge voltage
v
 4400 mA
Ah of capacityy
 10 A of maximum continuous curreent load
 3 A of m
maximum charrge current
ge a 7 cells baattery
All the system has been desiggned to manag
pack. Consequenntly, it is ablee to manage a pack with a 25 V
o
circuit vvoltage 10A of
o continuous load and nom
minal
of open
pow
wer of about 2250W. Figuree 1 shows thee typical dischharge
profile of the useed cell.





1C

4

Fiigure 2: Block diagram of thee proposed BM
MS architecturre.
Cores of th
he system are thhe data acquissition block
(“Accquisition”), th
he control unit (the microcon
ntroller “uC”), and
the “Switchh Network”.

Voltage [V]

3,8

Topic of the implementatio
i
on is to minim
mize the numbeer of
components, which also pprevents the necessity to use
specific driveers of switchess.
The system has
h to be safee in every operative condittion,
e.g. even if a single cell be physically
y taken out from
f
pack or micro
ocontroller stoops for a whilee.
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Fiigure 1: Typicaal discharge prrofile of a Lithium-Cobalt ceell at
1
1C.

The
T block diaagram of the experimental setup is show
wn in
Figu
ure 2. It is cconstituted byy three main stages: the sw
witch
netw
work -first reesponsible off the performaance of the eentire
systtem-, the dataa acquisition block,
b
and the control unit. IIn the
following the switch network will
w be deeply
y analyzed whhereas
ocks is beyonnd the
a deetailed explannation of the other two blo
scop
pe of this paper.
A. Switch
S
networkk
Th
he switch nettwork plays a crucial role since it is crritical
both
h from a safetty and efficienncy points off view. Even iif at a
firstt glance the structure andd the operatio
on modality oof the
circcuit are simple (Figure 3)), the implem
mentation revvealed
several tricky issues both in layout and manageement
algo
orithm.
In
n details:

Figure 3: Basic representattion of the switch network.

All these
t
constraiints make deesign of the stage
s
critical both
from
m layout and co
omponent chooice points of view.
A simplified final schematicc of the realized single sw
witch
betw
ween two adjaccent cells is shhown in Figurre 4. Each celll has
two switches, onee series conneected to the cell
c and the other
o
one bypassing thee cascade celll-switch. Thee single switcch is
consstituted by tw
wo MOSFETss, in particullar by N-chaannel
MOS
SFETs (NMO
OS) for the seeries switch and
a by P-chaannel
MOS
SFETs (PMOS) for the byppass switch. In
n this way, duuring
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norm
mal operationn 6 cells are connected by
y NMOS swiitches
and
d one cell iss bypassed thhrough a PM
MOS switch. This
reprresents a siggnificant advantage due to
t the lowerr onresiistance of NM
MOS compareed with PMOS
S, which incrreases
efficiency of the whole system
m.
when
This
T
configuraation results to
t be stable and
a safe also w
com
mmand signals on gates off MOSFETs are
a floating ddue to
con
ntrol unit disconnection or initialization. This is achhieved
by using
u
bipolar transistors inn open-collecto
or configuratiion in
add
dition with a ppull-up resistoor to control th
he switches sstatus.
It sh
hould be notedd that no speccific driver circuits are usedd.
For
F border ceells, i.e. botttom cell 0 and
a
top cell N-1,
switches architeccture is quite different
d
becaause gate comm
mand
sign
nal of MOSFE
ETs cannot ovvercome rail voltage levelss. So,
botttom cell has both switchees made by NMOS
N
transiistors.
This solution maakes the cell simpler
s
to con
ntrol and imprroves
systtem efficiencyy. On the conntrary, top sw
witches use onnly Pchaannel transistoors. In this case,
c
the cell results hardder to
con
ntrol. In factt, in case of
o control un
nit disconnecction,
term
minals remainn floating and both switches get opened.. This
requ
uired the adddition of a Schhottky diode at the top off pack
ablee to provide aautomatic connnection of celll N-2 to the ooutput
term
minal in case oof control unitt disconnectio
on.

m step is dataa acquisition where
w
all neeeded
Fiirst algorithm
signaals are sampleed (cell voltagge, pack voltaage, current). Core
C
of the
t
algorithm
m is the man
anagement off the cell too be
disco
onnected, bassed on state of charge caalculation of each
e
batteery. Several teechniques for SSoC estimatio
on can be founnd in
literaature (V. Pop
p 2006), (V. PPop 2005) an
nd (A. J. Salkind
1999
9). Unfortunattely, most of them (e.g. OC
CV measurem
ment,
impeedance spectro
oscopy, neuraal networks, fu
uzzy logic) aree not
suiteed to be used
d in this appllication, because some reqquire
batteery disconnection or long resting times and some otthers
need
d high amountt of memory and computaation resourcess. In
this case the “Mix
xed Estimationn Algorithm” (F. Codeca' Sept.
S
2008
8) has been adopted.
a
This is the syntheesis of CouloombCoun
nting and Model-Based
M
techniques and permitss to
miniimize computaation efforts m
maintaining acccurate estimaation
resullts (F. Codecaa' 2009) and (FF. Codeca' 200
09).

Figuree 5: Developed algorithm flow
wchart

ned the workking principlee of the deciision
Here is explain
strategy. As first step, the algoorithm calculates the mean SoC
overr all the cells. Then, for eeach m-th celll it calculatess the
deviation m of itts SoC value with respect to the mean one.
This deviation loo
oks like:
Figure 4: Simpliified final schematic of a sing
gle switch block
k. A
and
d B are the gatees for control of
o the switch sttatus by the coontrol
unit.

3. BALANCIN
NG ALGORITHM
M
The
T algorithm
m that managges cells conn
nection or byypass
reprresents anothher crucial part of the system. It dirrectly
imp
pacts perform
mance in term
ms of balance effectivenesss and
con
nvergence speed. The allgorithm has been develloped
beaaring in mind to achieve requested
r
perfformance with
th the
sim
mplest algorithhm architectture. The flo
ow chart off the
dev
veloped algoorithm is shown inErrrore. L'orrigine
rifeerimento non è stata trovaata.

(1)
Checcking the currrent sign, algoorithm establiishes the worrking
phasse: if in dischaarge operationn, cell with thee lowest deviaation
is seelected for disconnection,
d
, otherwise the
t one with the
high
hest deviation value. The seelected cell is bypassed andd the
prev
viously bypassed one is re-cconnected into
o the string.
Th
he algorithm runs cyclicallly. In particu
ular, the first step
and SoC estimatio
on are perform
med with timee interval Ts while
w
pack
k configuration
n is updated w
with time inteerval Tref (reffresh
time). For propeer work, Tref
ef ≥ Ts. Low
wering Ts value
v
increeases the contrrol bandwidthh to prevent ceell damage cauused
by over-voltages
o
and
a under-volltages. On thee contrary, Trref is
a critical parameter that hardl
dly affects performance off the
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systtem and whoose optimal value
v
will be discussed in next
secttion.

Nu
umbering cellls from 0 too N-1, SoC of
o each m-th cell
depeends on time as:
a

SoC

4. PROTTOTYPING

SoC( % )

A picture of thhe realized proototype is show
wn in Figure 66.
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Figu
ure 7: Trend off the SoCs duriing a period off seven consecu
utive
reconfiguratio
ons. Tr is the reefresh time an
nd vertical axis
rep
presents SoC inn arbitrary units.

C
SoC
SoC
C

SoC
C

1

SoC
C

t 1
t 2 (3)
t 3

wherre
Fig
gure 6: Picturee of the circuit implementing the proposed B
BMS
archittecture.

A. Refresh
R
time caalculation
Data
D
acquisition and SoC estimation arre performed with
timee interval Ts while pack configuration
n is refreshed with
timee interval Trref. Let us focus
fo
the inflluence of Treef on
systtem performannce.
As
A Ts value ddoesn’t impactt on performaance of the syystem
as long as it reemains small enough to allow
a
an ade quate
acq
quisition rate, its value has been set consstant to 2 secconds.
On the contrary, Tref is a criticcal parameter that hardly afffects
perfformance of tthe system: tooo large Tref values corresspond
to a loss of balaance accuracyy, while too small Tref vvalues
incrrease the streess of system
m and cells (ee.g. due to cuurrent
spik
kes associatedd to the reconffiguration proccess).
An
A analytical estimation off the best valu
ue of Tref has been
inveestigated. Wee consider a string of N perfectly
p
balaanced
cellls discharged at 1C. In order
o
to com
mpare perform
mance
obtaained with diifferent Tref values,
v
a figu
ure of merit Q has
been defined:
∶

∑

|SoC

SoC|

1
2
3

0
1

The SoC mean vaalue trend is a straight linee described byy the
equaation
SoC

SoCC

(5)

( of the SoC of the m-th cell with respeect to
Deviiation SoCm(t)
SoC results
∆SoC
C
1

t 1
1

1
1

t 2

1

1

t 3
(6)

(2)

Thee parameter Q is the inteegrated absolute error in SoC,
averaged across all the cells. This means that the balanncing
effeect is much bbetter as the Q factor deecreases. Figuure 7
grap
phically repreesents the term
ms of evaluattion of eq. 2 ffor Q
calcculation in casse of N=7 cellls. Starting fro
om the conditiion of
all cells perfectlyy balanced with
w SoC=SoC
Ci and considdering
the discharge phaase of the pacck, we conseccutively disconnnect
onee cell at a timee for 7 conseccutive reconfig
gurations. Figgure 7
shows the superpposition of SooC evolutions in time of a ssingle
C mean value of the entire pack
celll SoC t , and the SoC
SoC
C.The horizoontal step represents the
t
transient
nt of
discconnection of the considereed cell.

(4)

1

t mean valu
ue of ∆SoC
and the
∆So
oC

is:
(7)

Finaally the value of the Q factoor, i.e. the meean value oveer all
cellss, is
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measured Q values. A good agreement is verified over all Tref
considered range, both in terms of trend and variance of
measured data around expected values.
In order to visually highlight the balance worsening as Tref
increases, Figure 10 shows the comparison of the SoC of a 7cell string in case of Tref =2s and Tref =120s.

0.03

Q

0.02

0.01

5. CONCLUSIONS
15
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Figure 8: Quality factor Q versus number of cells (N) and refresh
time (Tref).

The Q value is directly proportional to the refresh time Tref,
i.e. an increase of the refresh time worsens the balancing
effect. Moreover, increasing the number N of cells in the
string worsens the balancing quality (even if not linearly).
Figure 8 represents the trend of the quality factor Q as a
function of cell number N and refresh time Tref.
By using the realized prototype of BMS, i.e. a string of N=7
cells, the parameter Q has been experimentally calculated for
different values of Tref. Precisely, several values of Q have
been measured with the same Tref and different current
profiles, and their mean value has been considered as final
result. Measurements confirm the dependence of Q on Tref,
as Table 1 summarizes.
Tref (s)
2
5
10
20
30
60
90
120

A new BMS for string-packs of Li-ion cells has been
proposed. Core of the architecture is the technique of
redundant cell, i.e. the reversible disconnection of a cell in the
battery pack.
Main advantages of the proposed architecture are optimal
balancing of the battery pack during operation and intrinsic
hardiness to cell faults. Moreover, the proposed architecture is
very flexible, economical, stable and considerably spacesaving.
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Table 1: Experimentally measured Q factor (mean) for different
values of refresh time Tref.
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Figure 9: Theoretical Q factor values versus experimental Q
measurements. Sets of measured Q values at the same refresh
time are represented with vertical bars that define their range of
variation, i.e. the experimental uncertainty.

Experimental results have been compared with Q values
expected by (8) for N=7. Figure 9 compares calculated and
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Figure 10: Comparison of the SoC of a 7-cell string in case of (a)
Tref=2sec and (b) Tref=120sec. The plot shows also the
considered load current profile (each line represents one of the 7
cells).

A drawback is that a substantial effectiveness of the
technique limits the dimension of the pack to about 10 cells,
i.e. up to 500W. This means that the proposed BMS
architecture is suited for low-power automotive applications,
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such as electric scooters and bikes. For higher power
demanding loads, a modular combination of several cellredundant BMSs can be conceived. Of course, in this case the
complexity of the layout also sensibly increases.
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